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Judges made choices and raced strengths of preference between gambles composed of 50-50
chances to receive either of 2 monetary outcomes (x, y). Others judged how much they would
pay to play their chosen gamble rather than the other gamble. Judged strengths of preference
violated interval independence, because they depended on the value of a common outcome.
For example, judges offered to pay an average of $44 to play ($74, $100) instead of ($8,
$100) but offered to pay only $24 to play ($6, $74) instead of ($6, $8). Results violated the
theory that utility of gambles is a nonconfigural average of the values of the outcomes and
that strengths of preference are monotonically related to utility differences. Results can be
explained by a configural weight model in which the lowest outcome receives greater weight.

Most people think 50-50 gambles are worth less than

their expected values. For example, many people would

prefer a sure $40 rather than accept a 50-50 gamble that

would pay either $0 or $96, even though the expected value

of the gamble is $48. It is common for a person to offer to

pay only $24 for a 50-50 chance to win either $0 or $96

(e.g., Birnbaum & Sutton, 1992). Because people offer less

and will accept less than expected value for a gamble

involving risk, they are described as "risk averse."

According to classical utility theory (von Neumann &

Morgenstern, 1947), such risk aversion occurs because the

utility of money is a nonlinear function of money, specifi-

cally concave downward; therefore, the utility of the ex-

pected value exceeds the expected utility of the gamble. For

example, the expected utility of the ($0, $96) gamble (i.e.,

the average value of utility of the monetary outcomes) is

[7($0, $96) = [«($0) + M($96)]/2. Suppose the utility of

money is the square root of money, u(x) = xs. Then the

expected utility of the gamble is f/($0, $96) = 4.9; applying

the inverse function to both sides, the cash equivalent of the

gamble would be (4.9)2 = $24. In comparison, the expected
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value is $48 [($0 + $96)/2], which has a higher utility

(6.93) than the expected utility of the gamble (4.9). Because

the utility of the expected value exceeds the expected utility,

this theory can account for risk aversion (preferring the

expected value of a gamble to the gamble itself).

However, configural weight theory can explain risk aver-

sion without a nonlinear utility function (Birnbaum, Coffey,

Mellers, & Weiss, 1992; Birnbaum & Sutton, 1992; Wak-

ker, 1994). Configural weight theory, along with rank and

rank-and-sign-dependent utility theories, allows the weight

of a stimulus component to depend on the rank of that

stimulus component among the other components that com-

prise a stimulus (Birnbaum, 1974; Birnbaum et al., 1992;

Lopes, 1990; Luce, 1992; Luce & Fishburn, 1991; Luce &

Narens, 1985; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992; Wakker, 1993;

Wakker, Erev, & Weber, 1994; Weber, 1994).

To illustrate how risk aversion can be explained with a

linear utility function, suppose u(x) = x. Suppose also that

the weights of the lower and higher outcomes in a 50-50

gamble are .75 and .25, respectively, instead of .5 and .5 (as

they would be in expected utility theory). Then configural

weight theory predicts that the utility of the gamble is l/($0,

$96) = .75«(0) + .25«(96) = .25(96) = 24, [which also has

a cash equivalent of $24, since u(x) = x]. In this example,

the weight of $96 was only .25 because it was the higher

outcome; however, if the gamble were a 50-50 gamble

between $96 and $192, then $96 would be the lower valued

outcome, and $96 would receive a weight of .75 instead of

.25. In this configural weight theory, the weight of an

outcome is independent of its value per se but depends on its

rank in comparison with the other outcomes of the same

gamble.

Thus, both configural and nonconfigural theories can

account for risk aversion, but they do so using very different

utility functions. Unless the utility function is known or

constrained, it can be difficult to distinguish configural

weight theory from utility theory (Birnbaum et al., 1992);
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therefore, it can be difficult to determine the utility function
in a more general model that allows both weights and utility
functions to be estimated from the data (Birnbaum & Sut-
ton, 1992). The present article extends a technique devel-
oped in an analogous situation to distinguish configural
from nonconfigural theories in another judgment domain
(Birnbaum, 1974). The technique uses judgments of
strengths of preference between alternatives to test interval
independence.

In this study, two methods are used to elicit judgments of
strength of preference between gambles. One method is to
ask people to rate degrees of preference directly, using a
category rating scale, as in Birnbaum (1974). Another
method is to ask people how much they would pay to
receive one gamble rather than another. When people will
pay money to receive A instead of B, it seems reasonable to
theorize that they prefer A to B. It also seems reasonable to
theorize that the more people will pay, the greater is the
difference in utility between alternatives A and B. The
following equation expresses these assumptions:

D(A; B) = J[U(A) - (D

where D(A; B) is the amount that a person would pay to get
A instead of B; U(A) and U(B) are the psychological utilities
of A and B; and J is a strictly monotonic function. If the
utility of money is a nonlinear function of money, then J
would reflect this source of nonlinearity. Another source of
nonlinearity in the J function might be inertia in willingness
to pay. For example, Equation 1 allows a person to refuse to
pay for a small improvement in utility, since J could be very
flat when the difference is near zero. An analogous equation
can be written for ratings of preference, which would be
expected to involve a different / function, mapping differ-
ences in utility into ratings of preference. Previous research
has found that the J function can be S-shaped when the
preference response is on a bounded scale (Rose & Birn-
baum, 1975; Stevenson, 1986).

Additive Models Imply Interval Independence

Using Equation 1 as a premise, it is possible to get a
powerful test of nonconfigural versus configural theories of
the utility of risky gambles. This test uses Birnbaum's
"scale-free" method, which is more fully described in Birn-
baum (1974), Birnbaum and Veil (1974), and Birnbaum
(1982). For the present case, consider a gamble between two
equally likely monetary outcomes, x and y. A class of
nonconfigural utility theories, including expected utility
(EU), Savage's (1954) subjective expected utility (SEU)
theory, and the psychological version of SEU (Edwards,
1954) can be written as follows:

U(x, z) = cu(x) + du(z), (2)

where U(x, z) is the (nonconfigural) weighted utility of the
gamble to receive either x or z; u(x) and «(z) are the utilities
of monetary outcomes, x and z, respectively; c and d are
constants (in the additive weighted utility theory if the two
events are equally likely, c = d; nonadditive SEU would

allow c + d < 1; for additive SEU or EU theory, c = d =
1/2).

Now suppose that the alternatives, A and B, in Equation 1
are themselves gambles composed of two equally likely
outcomes, such that A - (x, w) and B = (y, z). Suppose
people are asked to compare gambles A and B and to judge
how much they would pay to receive gamble A rather than
gamble B. We can compose Equations 1 and 2 as follows:

D(A; B) = J[U(x, w) - U(y, z)]

= J[cu(x) + du(w) - cu(y) - du(z)} (3)

= J[c{u(x) - u(y)} + d{u(w) - u(

Equation 3 shows that the judgment of strength of prefer-
ence between gamble A over B should be a function of the
sum of two weighted differences in utility. If two gambles
have a common consequence, w = z, then u(w) — w(z) = 0,
so the degree of preference should be independent of that
common outcome. Equation 3 becomes

D(x, z; y, z) = J[c{u(x) - «(y)}], (4)

which is independent of the common outcome, z. The im-
plication of equality of strengths of preference in Equation
4 is termed "interval independence." Interval independence
would also be observed if people were to edit comparisons
between gambles by eliminating common components
(Tversky, 1972; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).

Predicted Violation of Interval Independence

However, configural weight theories, including rank-
dependent utility theories, do not require interval indepen-
dence. Unlike EU and SEU theories, weights associated
with the components depend on the relative utilities of the
outcomes within the gambles. According to the configural
weight model of Birnbaum et al. (1992), lower valued
outcomes typically receive greater weight than the higher of
two positive outcomes. Birnbaum et al, (1992) found that
the lower outcome in a 50-50 gamble between two positive
outcomes receives a weight of .73, .63, or .53 from the
buyer's, neutral's, or seller's points of view, respectively
(see also Birnbaum & Sutton, 1992). This model predicts
that when the common outcome is the lowest outcome in the
set, the difference due to other contrasts will be less than
when the common outcome is the highest outcome in the
set.

According to rank-dependent theories (e.g., Birnbaum,
1974; Birnbaum et al., 1992; Birnbaum & Stegner, 1979;
Luce, 1992; Weber, 1994), Equation 2 can be rewritten as
follows when x > z;

U(x, z} = au(x) + bu(z). (5a)

However, when x £ z,

U(x, z) = bu(x) + au(z). (5b)

Therefore, composing Equations 1 and 5, we have two
equations for strength of preference, depending on whether
or not the common alternative is the lowest or highest
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outcome of the gambles. When the common outcome is the

lowest, x > w and y > z and w — z, the equation is as

follows:

D(x, w, y, z) = J[U(x, w) - U(y, z)]

= J[au(x) + bu(w) - au(y) - bud)}

= J[a{U(x) - «(y)}].

(6a)

However, when the common outcome is highest, x < w and

y < z and w = z,

D(x, w; y, z) = J[U(x, w) - U(y, z)]

= J[bu(x) + au(w) - bu(y) - au(z)}

= J[b{u(x) - «(y)}].

(6b)

When the common value is the lower outcome in one

gamble and the higher in the other, x > z = w > y, the

difference will be given as follows:

D(x, w; v, z) = J[bu(x) + au(z) - bu(z) - au(y)\

= J[b{u(x) - «(z)} + a{u(z) - u(y)}].

(6c)

Note that Equations 6a, 6b, and 6c are different, depending

on the relative magnitudes of x and y and depending on a

and b. If a = b, then Equation 4 follows as a special case.

However, if the weight of the lower valued outcome within

each gamble is greater than the weight of higher outcome

(b > a), the strength of preference in Equation 6a (when the

common outcome is lowest in value) will be less than the

strength of preference in Equation 6b (when the common

outcome is highest in value). Equation 6c is intermediate

between 6a and 6b. (Note that if b > a, J[b{u(x) - «(y)}]

= J[b{u(x) - u(z)} + b{u(z) - «(y)}] > J[b{u(x) - u(z)}

+ a{u(z) - u(y)}] > J[a{u(x) - u(z)} + a{u(z) - «(?)}] =

J[a{u(x) - «(y)}]).

The purpose of this experiment is to test Equation 4

against Equations 6a, 6b, and 6c. Classical utility theory

combined with Equation 1 implies that preference intervals

should be independent of the common outcome, as in Equa-

tion 4. However, configural weight theory (assuming lower

outcomes have higher weight) predicts that the difference in

preference will be greater when the common value is the

higher outcome than when it is the lower outcome.

Method

Instructions

The instructions read (in part) as follows:

This is an experiment on decision making. We are interested
in how people choose between lotteries (chances to win or
lose money). On each trial, you will be offered a comparison
between two gambles. Your task is to decide which of the two
gambles you would prefer to play and to judge how much you
would pay to play your preferred gamble rather than the other

gamble.
For example, suppose there is a can that contains exactly

one $10 bill and one $20 bill . .. (you will get to select one

from the can blindly at random) ... you have a fifty-fifty
chance to receive either $10 or $20.

Now, would you rather reach in the can or would you prefer
to reach in another can that contained one $50 bill and one
$100 bill? This choice will be displayed as follows:

1. ($10, $20) ($50, $100)

In this case . . . you would prefer the second gamble (on the
right). How much would you pay to play the gamble on the
right rather than the gamble on the left? You should be willing
to pay at least $30 but no more than $90 to play the gamble on
the right... between these values, it is a matter of opinion.

. . . consider the following pair:

2. ($5, $100) ($20, $50)

... Some people would prefer the gamble on the left and some
would prefer the gamble on the right. It is a matter of opinion.
Circle the one you would prefer to play, then write down how
much you would pay to play the preferred gamble rather than
the other gamble in the space provided.

Rating Task Instructions

The rating task was run as a separate experiment, with different
judges. The stimuli, design, and general procedures were the same,
except that judges received the following instruction to define the
response scale: "You will make your ratings on a scale from —9 to
9 to indicate the degree of your preference between the gamble on
the left and the gamble on the right." The rating scale was labeled
as follows: —9 = Prefer the gamble on the left very very much
more; —7 = Prefer the gamble on the left very much more; —5 =
Prefer the gamble on the left much more; — 3 = Prefer the gamble

on the left more; — 1 = Prefer the gamble on the left slightly more;
1 = Prefer the gamble on the right slightly more; 3 = Prefer the
gamble on the right more; 5 = Prefer the gamble on the right much
more; 7 = Prefer the gamble on the right very much more; 9 =
Prefer the gamble on the right very very much more.

Stimuli and Design

The stimuli were displayed as in the examples above. The values
were selected according to two designs, varying the values of x, y,
w, and z. The first design used a common value, z, in comparisons
of the fallowing type: (x, z) versus (y, z). The first design was a 3 X
3, z by (* and y) factorial. The three levels of the common
outcome, z, were either $6, $12, or $100; and the values of y and
x were either $S and $74, $8 and $92, or $10 and $80, respectively.

The second design was included to break up the pattern of the
first design and to allow checks on the consistency of the judg-
ments. The second design consisted of all 21 comparisons of the
following seven gambles: ($12, $96), ($35, $40), ($24, $84), ($41,
$46), ($36, $72), ($46, $56), and ($48, $60). These seven gambles
include four with equal expected value but different ranges, and
they produce comparisons in which all four numbers differ, to help
break up the pattern of the first design and presumably keep the
judges attending to all four values.

Procedure

Trials from both designs were randomly intermixed with the
restriction that any two trials from the first design were separated
by at least one trial from the second design. These were printed
with the instructions in booklets, along with a separate page of six
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warm-up trials. The warm-up trials allowed the experimenter to
check if the judges preferred dominant gambles. Some warm-up
trials also allowed a check if judgments were in reasonable bounds.
For example, the following comparison was included: ($90, $180)
versus ($35, $80). The gamble on the left has both outcomes better
than the outcomes on the right. The judge should be willing to pay
at least $10 but no more than $145 to get the gamble on the left.
People who preferred the gamble on the right or who gave a
judgment outside this range were asked to reread the instructions
and were asked to complete the warm-up trials again. When the
warm-ups were completed, judges were instructed to complete the
30 experimental trials.

Judges

The judges were 157 undergraduates who received extra credit
in introductory psychology for their participation. One hundred
served in Experiment 1, in which strengths of preference were
measured by the amount that the judges were willing to pay to
receive the chosen gamble rather than the other gamble. There
were 57 different undergraduates who served in the rating task of
Experiment 2.

Results

Tests of Interval Independence Versus

Conflgural Weighting

Table 1 shows mean judgments of the amounts judges

were willing to pay to receive gamble (x, z) rather than

gamble (y, z). If Equation 4 were correct, rows would be

identical, except for error. Instead, mean judgments in the

last row are consistently greater than corresponding values

in the first two rows. The means in the last row are always

at least $20 more than the values in the other rows. The

direction of this violation from Equation 4 is predicted by

the configural weight model of Birnbaum et al. (1992), if

lower outcomes receive greater weight.

The violations of interval independence (Equation 4)

shown in Table 1 are also characteristic of the data of

individuals. Of the 100 judges in Experiment 1, 86 had a

larger mean for the last row (in which z = $100) than for the

first row (in which z = $8); 83 of these judges also had their

mean of the last row greater than the mean of the second

row (z = $12) as well. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)

indicated that the main effect of rows in Table 1 is signif-

icant (in this article, "significant" refers top < .01 through-

out), F(2, 198) = 117.5. The main effect of columns

Table \

Mean Judgment of Amount Willing to Pay to Play

Gamble (x, z) Instead of (y, z)

Contrast (x vs. y)

Common value, 2 $74 vs. $8 $80 vs. $10 $92 vs. $8

Table 2

Mean Rating of Strength of Preference for Gamble (x, z)

Over (y, z)

Contrast (j: vs. y)

Common value, z $74 vs. $8 $80 vs. $10 $92 vs. $8

$ 6
$ 12
$100

6.70
6.82
7.95

6.93
6.26
7.98

7.30
7.11
8.33

$ 6
$ 12
$100

23.60
27.73
44.01

27.15
18.70
47.97

26.81
31.76
54.81

(x vs. y comparisons) was also statistically significant, F(2,

198) = 17.9.
Table 2 shows the comparable results for the rating task

of Experiment 2. Again, the means in the last row exceed

those of the first two rows. Of the 57 judges in this condi-

tion, 31 had a larger mean for the third row (z = $100) than

for the first row (z = $6) and only 6 had the means in

opposite order. ANOVA indicated a significant effect of

rows, F(2, 112) = 25.25. Main effect of columns was also

significant, F(2, 112) = 8.25. In both experiments, the

values in the middle row are intermediate between the other

rows, except for x = $90 and y = $10, producing a signif-

icant interaction in the first experiment, F(4, 396) = 10.9,

but not in the second, F(4, 224) = 1.74.

In summary, both experiments show that the strength of

preference is greater in the last row (where the common

outcome is higher) than in the first row (where the common

outcome is lower). These results are inconsistent with Equa-

tion 4 and consistent with Equations 6a, 6b, and 6c, if the

weight of lower outcomes is greater, that is, if b > a.

Weak Transitivity and Scalability

Equation 1 also implies that if people will pay to get A

rather than B, and if they will pay to get B rather than C,

then they should be willing to pay to get A rather than C.

This property, called weak transitivity, is defined as fol-

lows: If D(A, B) and D(B, O are both positive, then D(A, C)

should also be positive. Equation 1 also implies a stronger

form of transitivity, called scalability, which requires that if

the above condition is met, then D(A, C) should be at least

as large as the larger of D(B, C) and D(A, B).

The mean judgments of strength of preference (paying

prices) for the second design of Experiment 1 are shown in

Table 3. The gambles have been listed in descending pref-

erence order in bodi rows and columns, and the signs have

been adjusted so that a positive sign indicates preference for

the column gamble over the row; negative signs would

indicate that the row gamble is preferred to the column.

After the gambles have been thus ordered, the mean pay-

ments are all positive, indicating that weak transitivity was
satisfied by the mean judgments.

Strong transitivity (scalability) implies that magnitudes in

each row or column should change monotonically. Instead,

the means violate scalability. For example, a systematic

deviation from scalability can be seen in Table 3, involving

gambles G, F, and A. The means for D(G, F), D(F, A), and

O(G, A) are $17.15, $2.90, and $6.58, respectively. Note
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Table 3

Mean Judgment of Amount Offered to Receive Preferred Gamble (Design 2)

Preferred gamble

Gamble

E (36, 72)
C (24, 84)
F (46, 56)
A (12, 96)
D(41,46)
B (35, 40)

G (48, 60)

6.8
6.5

17.2
6.6

19.6
18.4

£ (36, 72)

3.6
13.2
4.6

14.2
21.8

C (24, 84)

3.3
2.8
9.2

14.2

F (46, 56)

2.9
13.2
14.9

A (12, 96)

7.2
5.3

D (41, 46)

7.2

Note. Data based on 93 judges, who satisfied dominance in Design 1. Bold values show compar-
isons involving dominance.

that all three are positive, consistent with weak transitivity.

However, because G ($48, $60) is preferred to F ($46, $56),

which in turn is preferred to A ($12, $96), D(G, A) = $6.58

should be at least as large as the biggest difference; instead,

it is not as large as D(G, F) = $17.15.

This pattern of violations of scalability may be attribut-

able to the effects of transparent dominance. Because

G($48, $60) dominates F ($46, $56), it is an "easy" choice;

however, the expected value of A ($12, $96) is greater than

that of F, but F has a greater lowest outcome, so this choice

is more "difficult." Six of the seven largest mean judgments

in Table 3 involve dominant choices, pairs in which both

outcomes are higher in one gamble than the corresponding

outcomes in the other gamble. These cases often exceed

expected value difference; for example, D(G, F) = $17.15

exceeds the difference in expected values ($54 - $51 =

$3). Similar results were obtained for the ratings, with even

greater exaggeration for pairs involving dominance (the

modal and median ratings in these cases were all 9 or —9).

It is interesting to examine the (G, F, A) violation of

scalability at the level of individuals. Out of 100 individuals

hi Experiment 1, 93 appeared to conform to dominance in

Design 1; of the 93 remaining, 8 preferred FtoG (violating

dominance in Design 2), 8 had intransitive judgments as

follows: G > F > A > G; 23 had a transitive order of A >

G > F; and 11 had the transitive order G > A > F. Out of

the 41 who had the transitive order G > F > A, 23 satisfied

scalability for this triad, 12 had the pattern of violation of

scalability shown by the means in Table 2, and 6 showed

other violations. Thus, in this case, the pattern of the means

appears to arise from a variety of different orderings, most

of which satisfy dominance and weak transitivity, rather

than a consistent tendency to violate scalability by a major-

ity of people. Similar results were found for the rating task.

Estimation of Configural Weights

A simple version of configural weight theory (Equations

5a and 5b) was fit to the mean judgments in Tables 1 and 3

as follows. For simplicity, and supported by the findings of

Bimbaum et al. (1992) for this range of outcomes, we

approximated the utility function for money as linear:

u(x) = x. The J function in Equation 1 was also assumed to

be linear. Using these assumptions, the weights of die lower

valued and higher valued outcomes were estimated to be

b = .553 and a = .330, respectively. Dividing by the sum

of the weights, these values yield relative weights of .63 and

.37 for the lower and higher valued outcomes. These values

equal the relative weights estimated for 50-50 gambles in

the neutral point of view by Birnbaum et al. (1992), rounded

to the nearest .01. This model correlates only .94 with the

mean judgments in Tables 1 and 3, because it cannot de-

scribe the violations of scalability shown in Table 3, but it

does give a reasonable approximation to the violations of

interval independence in Table 1.

Discussion

The violations of interval independence in Tables 1 and 2

provide an important confirmation of configural weighting

with strength of preference judgments. They violate ex-

pected utility theory in the direction predicted if the lower

outcome receives greater weight.

Systematic violations of interval independence are incon-

sistent with the theory that people edit common features

when comparing gambles, as suggested by Kahneman and

Tversky (1979). If judges had edited outcomes that are the

same in both gambles, then there would have been no

systematic effect of the common outcome on their judg-

ments of strength of preference.

The present data with two-outcome gambles indicate that

the lower valued outcome receives greater relative weight

(.63) than the higher of two positive outcomes (.37), the

same as found for judgments of the value of gambles from

the neutral's point of view (Birnbaum et al., 1992). This

conclusion is not consistent with the particular rank-

dependent utility theory of Quiggin (1982), which assumes

that the weight of two equally likely alternatives would each

be 1/2.
Cumulative prospect theory is a more general rank-

dependent model than Quiggin's. As fit by Tversky and

Kahneman (1992) to choice-based certainty equivalents of

two-outcome gambles, their model implies weights of lower

and higher outcomes of .58 and .42, respectively. Cumula-

tive prospect theory also uses a power function for the

utility of money, u(x) = x8S, which accounts for a portion
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of the risk aversion in that theory. To compare results, it is
necessary to adjust for the power function. Adjusting for the
power function, the effective relative weights of Tversky
and Kahneman (1992) would be .63 and .37 for the lower
and higher outcomes, respectively, the same as in the
present study. [In their model, certainty equivalents of
50-50 gambles of the form ($0, x) are given by the expres-
sion CE = (.4Z*88)(1/88) = *C42)<"-88) = .37*; for example,
they reported a median certainty equivalent for the gamble
($0, $100) to be $36.]

In summary, three experiments agree: Birnbaum et al.
(1992) obtained judgments of the "fair price" of gambles
from the neutral's point of view and found weights of .63
and .37 for the lower and higher of two positive values;
Tversky and Kahneman (1992) found comparable values
based on choices between gambles and certain cash; and the
present results for judgments of strength of preference be-
tween two binary outcome gambles also imply the same
weights.

The agreement among the present results for strength of
preference, judgments of "fair" prices, and choice-based
certainty equivalents should not be taken for granted. In
many situations, such as the classic preference reversal
(Birnbaum, 1992a; Bostic, Herrnstein, & Luce, 1990; Lich-
tenstein & Slovic, 1971; Lindman, 1971; Mellers, Chang,
Birnbaum, & Ordonez, 1992; Mellers, Orddnez, & Birn-
baum, 1992; Slovic, Lichtenstein, & Fischhoff, 1988;
Stevenson, Busemeyer, & Naylor, 1991; Tversky, Sattath,
& Slovic, 1988; von Winterfeldt & Edwards, 1986) and in
research on monotonicity violations (Birnbaum, 1992a,
1992b; Birnbaum & Sutton, 1992; Birnbaum & Thompson,
1996; von Winterfeldt, Chung, Luce, & Cho, 1997),
choices, preferences, and judgments have not agreed. In
certain situations, people may assign higher prices to gam-
ble A than gamble B, but they prefer B to A in a direct
comparison. It is not a foregone conclusion that differences
in judgment are monotonically related to judgments of
difference, nor do judged certainty equivalents of gambles
necessarily equal certainty equivalents based on choice.

In the present tasks, judges were not asked to evaluate
each gamble separately, as they were in judgment studies
such as Birnbaum et al. (1992). Instead, the present results
require the judge to rate directly the strength of preference
between two gambles or to judge the amount that they
would pay to move from one gamble to another. In this case,
the evidence of configural weighting obtained in judgments
is confirmed, because the judged strength of preference
between two outcomes is greater when the common out-
come is the highest than when the common outcome is the
lowest.

Analogous Findings

The present results are directly analogous to the findings
of Birnbaum (1974) who asked people to judge strengths of
preference between hypothetical persons, each of whom
was described by two adjectives, each provided by a source
who knew the person well. Birnbaum found that if one

adjective was unfavorable, the difference due to variation of
the other trait was less than if the common adjective was
favorable. For example, judges rated the differences in
likeableness between the following pairs of persons: (LOYAL
& UNDERSTANDING) versus (LOYAL & OBNOXIOUS) and (MALI-
CIOUS & UNDERSTANDING) versus (MALICIOUS & OBNOXIOUS).
Birnbaum (1974) found that the first difference in liking
was judged to be twice as great as the second difference;
this pattern was also replicated with six different sets of
adjectives. This finding is comparable to the results in
Tables 1 and 2; If the common stimulus component is lower
in value (MALICIOUS), the difference due to the other stimulus
contrast is less than if the common component is higher in
value (LOYAL). In the analogy to Table 1, lower valued
outcomes correspond to less likeable traits (Birnbaum,
1982).

Alternative Interpretations of Strength of Preference

It is interesting to consider a ratio interpretation as an
alternative to Expression 1:

D(A; B) = J\
U(B)' (7)

where strength of preference is interpreted as a monotonic
function of the ratio of utilities, rather than as a difference
in utilities. This ratio interpretation, given the data of Tables
1 and 2, also requires rejection of Equation 2. To understand
how the ratio interpretation also refutes the additive model,
consider the utilities of four gambles such that U(A) >
U(B) > U(D) > 0 and U(A) > U(C) > U(D) > 0. For
example, let A = ($74, $100), B = ($8, $100), C = ($6,
$74), and D = ($6, $8). Suppose the data indicate that D(A,
B) > D(C, D), consistent with the pattern of Tables 1 and 2.
Equation 7 interprets this result to imply the following:

U(A) U(C)

Subtracting 1 from both sides, we have the following:

U(C) U(D)_

U(B) ~ U(B) U(D) ~ U(D)

1
- u(D)l

Because U(B) > U(D),

- -
U(D) U(B)'

therefore:

--
U(D)

[U(A) - U(B)] >[m][U(A) -
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Therefore:

[U(A) - U(B)] > [U(C) -

This derivation shows that if D(A, B) > D(C, D), then the
ratio interpretation also implies the same ordering on the
intervals and therefore provides the same qualitative con-
clusion on the ordering of utility intervals that refutes the
additive model.

There is another argument that could complicate the in-
terpretation of the main result in Tables 1 and 2. It could be
argued that a transformation precedes the comparison of the
gambles, as in the following equation:

D(A; B) = J[T{U(A)} - (8)

where T is the strictly monotonic transformation. (Equation
7 is a special case of Equation 8 in which T is the logarith-
mic function.) In the present experiment, the transformation
must be positively accelerated to save the additive model of
Equation 2.1 For Table 1, 7" would be interpreted as the
inverse of the utility function for money. The interpretation
would be that prior to comparing two gambles in the present
task, one converts their utilities into money. The conversion
to money takes the judgment out of the utility scale. The
opposite of this argument has been made independently by
Eisler (1978) and by Marks (1979), who argued that a
negatively accelerated, logarithmic transformation may pre-
cede a subtractive operation. (For the situations they dis-
cussed, the logarithmic transformation is needed to save a
ratio model for psychophysical judgments of "ratios".)

As Birnbaum (1982) noted, these transformation theories
lack parsimony, because they require different transforma-
tions in each situation without providing new predictions.
The ratings in the present experiment also show the same
trend in Table 2 as the monetary judgments in Table 1. The
positively accelerated transformation, T, that would be re-
quired seems less attractive for ratings of preferences (Table
2) than it does for the monetary scale.

Violations of scalability in Table 3 constitute evidence
against Equation 1 for gambles selected according to the
design used in that table. In defense of Equation 1, however,
it should be remembered that Design 2 was planned to
create violations of scalability by mixing dominance with
preferences for higher expected values versus less risky
gambles. The design included four gambles with a domi-
nance relationship and four that traded off expected value
against range (\x — y\).

Judgments of strength of preference seem to be influ-
enced by certainty of preference as well as magnitude of
preference. Similar results have been obtained by Birnbaum
and Mclntosh (1996) with judgments of strength of prefer-
ence between gambles with three equally likely outcomes.
They concluded that people place a premium on dominance.
Indeed, Table 3 shows that the mean judgments differ by
more than the expected value difference when one gamble
dominates another.

It is also important to note that the major result in Table
1 showed a systematic pattern characteristic of more than
80% of the individuals tested, whereas the violations of

scalability in the means of Table 3, while interpretable, are
partially due to averaging different preference orders over
different individuals, and they appear not to be as consistent
at the individual level as the violations of interval indepen-
dence. For further discussion of related issues concerning
violations of weak and strong transitivity with gambles, see
Birnbaum & Thompson (1996), Busemeyer (1985), Steven-
son et al. (1991), Tversky (1969), and Mellers and Biagini
(1994).

Arguments to the contrary notwithstanding, if we can
accept the premise that greater judgments of strength of
preference correspond to greater differences in utility for the
type of stimuli used in Tables 1 and 2, the present data
provide evidence in favor of configural weighting as the
explanation for risk aversion. People are willing to pay only
about half as much to get ($6, $92) instead of ($6, $8) than
they are to get ($100, $92) instead of ($100, $8); further-
more, they rate the degree of preference in the former case
to be less than in the latter. The simplest interpretation is
that the lowest outcome in each gamble receives greater
configural weight than the highest outcome in the gamble.
Therefore, comparisons between gambles that differ in their
lowest outcome produce bigger differences in utility than
comparisons between gambles that differ in their higher
outcomes.

Converging Evidence of Configural Weighting

These results add another piece to an emerging mosaic of
evidence favoring configural weighting over utility as the
explanation of risk aversion. Birnbaum and Sutton (1992)
found that using configural weight theory leads to scales of
utility in better agreement (than nonconfigural theories)
with riskless judgments of "ratios" and "differences" in
monetary value as well as describing preference reversals
due to changes in point of view. Agreement of scales
derived from configural weight theory to scales derived
from "difference" judgments in other judgment domains has
also been found by Birnbaum (1974), Birnbaum and Veit
(1974), and Birnbaum and Sotoodeh (1991).

Birnbaum et al. (1992) found that judgments of value
violate branch independence and monotonicity in ways that
can be explained by configural weight theory (see also
Birnbaum, 1992b; Birnbaum & Thompson, 1996; Weber,
Anderson, & Birnbaum, 1992). They also found that non-
configural theories would require different utility functions
to explain the finding that judgments from different points
of view are not monotonically related (see also Birnbaum &
Stegner, 1979).

Branch independence is a weaker form of Savage's "sure
thing" principle that asserts that if two gambles have a
common branch (if the two gambles have the same outcome
produced by the same event of known probability), then the
value of the outcome on that branch should not affect the

1 This type of argument was also made in reference to Bim-
baum's (1974) "scale-free" test by Eric Holman (1972, personal
communication).
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order induced by the other outcomes. For gambles com-

posed of three equally likely outcomes (x, y, z), branch

independence can be written (x, y, z) preferred to (x', y', z)

if and only if (x, y, z') preferred to (x', y', z')-

Branch independence is similar to interval independence

in that it is implied by a weighted additive or averaging

model (although it cannot be tested in full form with binary

gambles); however, the test does not require assumptions

comparable to Equation 1, but only requires the direction of

preference.

Birnbaum and Mclntosh (1996) found violations of

branch independence in two choice tasks. Most judges pre-

ferred ($2, $40, $44) to ($2, $10, $98), but most judges

preferred ($10, $98, $136) to ($40, $44, $136). The Birn-

baum and Mclntosh (1996) test of branch independence

does not depend on the assumption of Equation 1; it only

requires the direction of preference rather than the strength

or magnitude of preference.

Birnbaum and Beeghley (1997) found that judgments of

buying and selling prices violate branch independence and

do so in ways that can be predicted from a changing pattern

of configural weights, ruling out noncorifigural weighted

utility theories including even those in which the utility

changes in different points of view.

These studies show consistently that in the buyer's per-

spective and in choice situations people assign greater

weight to lower valued stimuli. In the seller's task, greater

weight is assigned to the middle stimulus, producing new

violations of branch independence. All three tasks (buying

prices, selling prices, and choices) can be predicted using

the same utility function, even though all three invoked

different preference orders for the same gambles. The dif-

ferent orders were explained by different configural weights

in the three tasks. Results also showed that buying, selling,

and choice tasks had weights consistent with the property

that the ratio of the weight of the medium outcome to the

weight of the highest outcome exceeds the ratio of the

weight of the lowest outcome to the medium. As shown by

Birnbaum and Mclntosh (1996), this pattern of ratios of

weights implies a particular systematic violation of branch

independence.
Cumulative prospect theory, however, as fit by Tversky

and Kahneman (1992), implies that for gambles composed

of three equally likely outcomes, the weight of the middle

outcome should be less than the weight of either the lowest

or the highest outcome. Because of that implication, the

weighting function of Tversky and Kahneman (1992) pre-

dicts the opposite pattern of violation of branch indepen-

dence from what is observed in both judgment (Birnbaum &

Beeghley, 1997) and choice (Birnbaum & Mclntosh, 1996)

experiments. Because configural weight theory can explain

both the results of Tversky and Kahneman (1992) for two

outcome gambles and newer results with three-outcome

gambles, it appears preferable to the model of Tversky and

Kahneman (1992).

Putting the present piece of the mosaic into the picture

produced by other studies, the present results show evidence

of violation of interval independence in favor of the theory

that lower outcomes get more weight than higher outcomes.

In this finding, results for strength of preferences agree with

those of judgments of price, with choice-based certainty

equivalents for two-outcome gambles, and with evidence

from choices between three outcome gambles. These results

show that people do not edit common outcomes when

comparing gambles but instead weight the contrasting out-

comes less when the common outcome is low than they do

when the common outcome is high in value.
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